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ART:
Assesment
This half term you will be assessed on your practical work in lessons, and on the presentation
and quality of your book. There will be no written exam. Instead you will have a practical exam,
in lessons.
What to expect
You will be producing a two-colour reduction polystyrene tile print. You will be marked on your
ability to produce a strong composition, on your ability to draw your design onto your poly tile,
on your selection of colour, and how accurately you can print both colours.
What you need to do
Your book should be neat and legible, and have titles and dates where appropriate. There
should be no loose sheets of paper/previous exams in your book; all work must be stuck in.
Your prep for the year will be assessed also.
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BIOLOGY
Section 1: The seven processes of life
What are the seven signs of a living organism?
How can you tell that a raccoon is alive? Explain, using the acronym MRS GREN, and give
examples of how a raccoon is alive . Example: a Baby raccoon will grow into an adult raccoon.
How can you tell a sun flower is alive? Use MRS GREN to explain how you can tell a sunflower
is alive
Section 2: Animal and plant cells
Draw an animal cell with the following organelles: mitochondria, nucleus, cytoplasm,
ribosomes, cell membrane.
What does the ribosome do?
Where do you find DNA?
What does respiration mean?
What does the mitochondria do?
What cell types would need to have lots of mitochondria? explain why
How can you tell a plant cell and an animal cell apart? ( three things)
What do the chloroplasts do?
Section 3: Differentiated cells
What is the difference between a RED blood cell and a WHITE blood cell?
What is the name of the cell that sits in the airway and brushes away bacteria and debris?
What would happen if muscle cells do not have enough mitochondria?
Draw a diagram of a nerve cell
Section 4: Bacterial cells
Draw a bacterial cell, and explain what the parts of a bacterial cell do.
What is the name of the organelle that makes the bacteria move?
Some bacteria cause diseases. Such micro –organisms are called?
Section 5: Organisation
Organise these words from the smallest to the largest: tissue, cell, organ, organism, organ
system.
Explain why you have many chloroplast in the green leafs of a plant , but not in the roots of a
plant.
1The circulatory system contains the heart, the blood and blood vessels .What is the function
of the circulatory system?
What is the biggest organ in the body?
TURN THE PAGE
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CHEMISTRY
Lesson 1: Elements & the Periodic table
Explain the 2 ways of writing elements (common name & chemical symbol) and name some
examples of elements.
Explain what the Periodic Table is. Name the ‘’father’’ of the modern Periodic Table and his two
important innovations/contributions to the development of the table.
Describe how the different elements are arranged on the Periodic Table.
Use coordinates (group, family) to locate a specific element on the Periodic Table, i.e Oxygen G6,P2.
Lesson 2: Elements & compounds
Define the terms element and compound.
Recall all the diatomic elements (H2,O2,N2,F2,Cl2,Br2,I2).
Identify elements and compounds, using images of molecular structure.
Define the term chemical/molecular formula and explain the rules of writing formulae.
Use chemical formulae to identify how many atoms of an element are present in a compound.
Name simple compounds using the rules for naming compounds, i.e NaCl = sodium chloride
Lesson 3: Elements, compounds & mixtures
Define the term mixture.
Explain the difference between an element, a compound and a mixture and draw
corresponding diagrams.
Identify if a substance is an element, compound or mixture.
Describe the method to investigate the chemical reaction of iron with sulphur and identify the
different reactants/ products as an element, compound or mixture.
Lesson 4: The signs of a chemical reaction
Define the term chemical reaction and give examples of it.
Describe the 2 ways of writing a chemical reaction (word equation & chemical/symbol
equation).
Identify the reactants and the products of a chemical reaction.
State and explain all the different evidence of a chemical reaction.
Give examples of slow, medium and fast chemical reactions.
Lesson 5: Physical vs Chemical Change
Explain the difference between a physical and a chemical change.
Give examples of a physical and a chemical change.
Identify if a given change is physical or chemical, i.e burning of paper is a chemical change.
Describe the practical you did to investigate the differences of physical and chemical changes.
TURN THE PAGE
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Important terms you need to be able to explain
Glossary: element, compound, mixture, chemical formula, Periodic table, Dmitri Mendeleev,
group (or family), period, molecular formula, chemical reaction, diatomic element, chemical
change, physical change, reactant, product, conser-vation of mass, rearrangement of atoms
Lab equipment glossary: beaker, spatula, Bunsen burner, heatproof mat, test tube, test tube
tongs (or clamps), wooden splint, safety screen, mineral wool, evaporating basin, test tube
stand (or rack)
Important questions you need to be able to answer:
1. What is an element and what are the two ways of writing elements?
2. What is the Periodic Table and how are the elements arranged on it?
3. Who is the father of the Periodic Table and what are his two innovations?
4. What is a group and what a period? Can you use coordinates (G,P) to describe the position of
an element on the Periodic table?
5. Which are the 7 diatomic elements (common name and symbol)?
6. What is a compound?
7. What is a molecular formula and what are the rules of writing molecular formulae?
8. What are the rules of naming simple compounds?
9. What is a mixture?
10. Can you draw a diagram of an element, a compound and a mixture?
11. Can you explain the method you used at the experiment of heating iron and sulphur? What
did you observe?
12. What is a chemical reaction? Can you give 2 examples of it?
13. What are the two ways of writing chemical reactions?
14. What are the signs of a chemical reaction?
15. What is a physical and what a chemical state? Can you identify if a change is physical or
chemical?
16. Can you give examples of physical and chemical changes?
17. Can you give examples of slow, medium and fast chemical reactions?
You must know the following elements (names and symbols) by heart:
Oxygen, Hydrogen, Iron, Chlorine, Fluorine, Sulphur, Nitrogen, Helium, Gold, Potassium,
Sodium, Bromine, Io-dine, Carbon, Magnesium
Your book, glossary, prep booklet and your notes should be the first point of information for
your revision. If you missed any lesson, it is your responsibility to copy the notes from this
lesson.
TURN THE PAGE
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CLASSICS
Present tense verb ‘to be’
sum: I ames: you are
est: he/she/it is
sumus: we are
estis: you(pl) are
sunt: they are
Imperfect tense of the verb ‘to be’
eram: I was
eras: you were
erat: he/she/it was
eramus: we were
eratis: you (pl) were
erant: they were
Present tense verbs:
amo – I love
amas – you love
amat – he/she/it loves
amamus – we love
amatis – you (pl) love
amant – they love
Nouns:
A declension is a pattern of endings for nouns. There are 3 declensions.
1st declension (feminine)
singular

plural

nominative

puella

puellae

accusative

puellam

puellas

genitive

puellae

puellarum

TURN THE PAGE
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2nd declension (masculine)
singular

plural

nominative

servus

servi

accusative

servum

servos

genitive

servi

servorum

3rd declension (masculine, feminine or neuter)
singular

plural

nominative

rex (r, s, o)

reges

accusative

regem

reges

genitive

regis

regum

Adjectives
Adjectives in Latin always agree with the noun they describe in:
• number (singular or plural)
• case (nominative or accusative)
• gender (masculine, feminine or neuter)
Nouns and adjectives that agree will often have the same ending.
For example: puellam bonam – the good girl (accusative)
servos bonos – the good boys (accusative)
If a 1st/2nd declension adjective describes a 3rd declension noun it will agree but not look the
same.
For example: rex bonus – the good king
reges boni – the good kings
Vocabulary
You will be tested on any of the vocabulary that has been in your weekly tests. Make sure you
know them all.
The Iliad
You will be tested on your knowledge of the Iliad. Revise this from your class notes and the
booklet on Homer.
TURN THE PAGE
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
Section 1: Data Representation in computers
1. Conversions from Denary to Binary and Binary to Denary
2. Measuring units of Data – Bit, Byte, Kilobyte ,Megabyte, Gigabyte and Terabyte
3. Representing Black and White Images in Binary
4. Using LEDs on the Microbit
5. Keywords to learn – Modulator, Demodulator, Picture Elements, LED
Section 2: CPU and System Performance
1. Parts and Functions of the CPU
2. Function of Control unit and ALU
3. CPU Instruction Cycle
4. Difference between General purpose computer and Embedded systems
5. Display commands of Microbits
6. Keywords to learn – clock speed
Section 3: Memory and Storage
1. Memory and its functions
2. Types of Memory
3. Types of Secondary storage
4. Advantages and disadvantages for different types of secondary storage
5. Using variables in Microbits
6. Keywords to learn – RAM, ROM, Virtual memory, Volatile, Non-Volatile, variables
Section 4: Input and Output devices
1. Input device definition and examples
2. Output device definition and examples
3. Identify input and output parts on different devices like Microbits
4. Describe the Input- Process-Output for different devices
5. Key terms to learn – System, Input, output, process
Section 5: Computer Networks and loops
1. Advantages of computer networks
2. Types of computer networks and examples of uses
3. Advantages of LAN & WAN
4. Loops – Repeat , Forever
5. Using loops in Microbits

TURN THE PAGE
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ENGLISH
Grammar – Word Classes
Noun
Nouns include
words for ‘concrete’ people, animals, and things (teacher, rabbit, desk)
abstract concepts (love, mystery, technology)
names for proper nouns (Ethiopia, John Donne, Nike)
Pronoun
Often replaces a previously mentioned noun. Can be
subjective (I, she)
objective (me, her)
possessive (mine, hers)
reflexive (myself, herself)
Verb
Verbs are generally thought of as ‘doing’ words
words for action (run, hit, travel)
an event (rain, occur)
a situation (be, seem, have)
a change (become, grow).
The basic form of a verb is known as the infinitive. It’s often preceded by the word ‘to’ (to
shout)
Adjective
Adjectives are often called “describing words”; they often occur
before a noun (the greedy baby)
or after the verb to be (she was insightful)
Preposition
These show the relationship between a noun or pronoun and other words in a sen-tence. They
describe
Position (under, between, over)
Time (on, at, after)
The way something is done (by, without)
TURN THE PAGE
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Adverb
An adverb is a word that’s used to give information about a verb, adjective, or other ad-verb. It
can be used to show
how something happens or is done (she stretched lazily)
where something happens (I live here; She’s travelling abroad)
when or how often something happens (They visited us yesterday; I have to leave soon)
Adverbs can make the meaning of a verb, adjective, or other adverb stronger or weaker.
(I almost fell asleep. These schemes are very clever.)

TURN THE PAGE
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FRENCH
Months:
1. janvier - January
2. février - February
3. mars - March
4. avril - April
5. mai - May
6. juin - June
7. juillet - July
8. aout - August
9. septembre -September
10. octobre - October
11. novembre - November
12. décembre – December
Numbers:
1. Un
2. Deux
3. Trois
4. Quatre
5. Cinq
6. Six
7. Sept
8. Huit
9. Neuf
10. Dix
11. Onze
12. Douze
13. Treize
14. Quatroze
15. Quinze
16. Seize
17. dix-sept
18. dix-huit
TURN THE PAGE
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19. dix-neuf
20. vingt
21. vingt-et-un
22. vingt-deux
23. vingt-trois
24. vingt-quatre
25. vingt-cing
26. vingt-six
27. vingt-sept
28. vingt-huit
29. vingt-neuf
30. trent
31. trente-et-un
Pets:
un animal domestique - a pet
J’ai un animal domestique. - I have a pet.
Je n’ai pas d’animaux domestiques. – I don’t have any pets.
un chien - a dog
un chat - a cat
un lapin - a rabbit
un oiseau - a bird
un poisson - a fish
un hamster - a hamster
un cheval - a horse
une tortue - a turtle
une souris - a mouse
Sports:
1. Faire du vélo = to cycle
2. Faire du skate = to skate
3. Faire de la danse = to dance
4. Faire de la natation = to swim
5. Faire de l’ équitation = to horse-ride
TURN THE PAGE
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6. Jouer au tennis = to play tennis
7. Jouer au foot = to play football
8. Jouer au volley = to play volleyball
9. Jouer au basket = to play basketball
10. Jouer au rugby = to play rugby
Hobbies:
1. Ecouter de la musique = to listen to music
2. Jouer aux jeux vidéo = to play video games
3. Regarder la télé = to watch TV
4. Regarder des séries = to watch series
5. Surfer sur internet = to surf the Internet
6. Aller au cinéma = to go to the cinema
7. Faire du shopping = to go shopping
8. Retrouver des amis = to meet up with friends
9. Lire des livres = to read books
Verbs of opinion:
1. Aimer = to like / to love
2. Adorer = to love
3. Détester = to hate
4. Préférer = to prefer
Conjugating –er verbs in the present tense.
1. Chop off the –ER from the infinitive to find the stem.
2. Add the correct ending to the stem.
-ER verbs ending (present tense)
Je stem + e
Tu stem + es
Il / elle / on stem + e
Nous stem + ons
Vous stem + ez
Ils / elles stem + ent
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GEOGRAPHY
Section A: History Of Geography
Know the definition of geography
How and why maps have changed and improved over time, and what were some of the causes
of the changes.
Section B: World Location
Continents of the world
Oceans of the world
Know the following 30 countries (which continent they are on, and the names of their capital
cities):
United Kingdom

China

Nigeria

Australia

United States of America

Brazil

Germany

Japan

South Africa

New Zealand

Canada

Bolivia

Netherlands

India

Kenya

Papua New Guinea

Mexico

Venezuela

France

Spain

Italy

Bangladesh

South Korea

Turkey

Egypt

Haiti

Switzerland

Russia

Cuba

Jamaica

Latitude and Longitude to locate countries and cities.
Section C: Europe And The Eu
Definition of the EU
Countries in the EU
Countries in Europe (but not the EU)
Currencies used within the EU
Key physical features in Europe (e.g. Rivers, Mountain ranges, Lakes)
TURN THE PAGE
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Section D: The United Kingdom
Facts about the UK (Population, countries that make up the UK, flag, capital city, GDP)
Describe the UK’s location in the world
The economic profile of the UK
The UK’s physical geography (UK climate, named features e.g. rivers, mountain ranges and
lakes)
Understand how to interpret choropleth maps and climate graphs
Section E: London
Key facts about London (Population size, boroughs in London, GDP and contribution to UK
economy)
Describe London’s location in detail
Understand London’s transport links
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GERMAN
Half-term 1
Use the vocabulary sheet/revision to help you with this essay. Write an essay which addresses
This task will help you revise all the German learnt so far.
Was machst du in deiner Freizeit und wie oft?
Was magst du machen und warum?
Was machst du nicht gern und warum?
Was ist deine Lieblingssessen und warum?
Beschreib einen Freund / eine Freundin. Hat sie Haustiere?
Was macht er / sie gern?
Subject areas you should revise:
Hobbies, Sports, Food and Drink, Numbers and Dates, Domestic Animals.
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HISTORY
The Norman Conquest
Edward the Confessor was crowned king in 1042, dominated by the English Godwin family,
into which he was married and related also to William of Normandy who had sheltered
him during the period of Canute’s Danish rule, Edward was caught in the centre of a power
struggle. His failure to produce any heir, perhaps a result of celibacy and his promising of the
throne to Harold Godwinson and William of Normandy both on at least one occasion, made
armed conflict between various claimants an inevitability, on Edward’s death in 1066. Based in
England, Godwinson claimed the crown immediately on Edward’s passing. In September 1066,
claimant to the throne Harold Hadrada, a decedent of Canute, invaded to the north at Stamford
Bridge where Godwinson defeated his army and killed him. Godwinson then marched 200
miles south to meet the Norman invaders and William at Hastings. William’s tactic of feigning
retreat to draw Harold from the high ground, ensured the Norman cavalry’s triumph and
William was crowned king of England on Christmas day 1066.
Norman Rule, Feudalism and Domesday
Norman rule began with a period of violent consolidation. Across the country castles were
built to allow the dominance of areas by local barons and knights. Between 1069 and 70
William crushed the remains of English resistance and would be Danish invaders, brutalising
rebels at York and using a scorched earth policy to bring famine upon the English, these events
were known as the ‘harrying of the north’. Following this, William set about reforming English
society; bureaucracy and the power of the state were greatly enhanced through the production
of the Domesday book, designed to record for taxation and governance purposes, everything
owned within William’s new kingdom. The Normans also introduced feudalism, a system of
governance which perpetuated itself through the lending of land down the social classes in
exchange for money and protection.
Crown Vs Church
The Catholic Church being an extension of the Vatican and Pope, yet omnipresent,
entrenched within English politics and society and immensely powerful and wealthy, meant
conflict between the English crown and representatives of the church in England would be
unavoidable. In an attempt to unite church and crown and gain a handle on the former, Henry
II appointed his close friend Thomas Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury in 1161. Becket grew
apart from Henry and toward the church, the two frequently quarrelling. Henry’s famous
rhetorical outburst; ‘who will rid me of this turbulent priest’, misunderstood by a group of
knights in ear shot of the raging king, led to Becket’s murder, at the altar of the Cathedral itself,
in 1170. Becket was canonised and Henry, racked with guilt, paraded himself naked through
the street, to be flogged beside Becket’s tomb.
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The Golden Age of Islamic Civilisation and Ideas
At its height the Abbasid Caliphate covered the middle east and north Africa. Its wealth owed
to control of the much travelled and prosperous trade routes which linked Europe to central
Asia and the far east. At its centre was medieval Baghdad, a hub of education and innovation.
The foundation of the ‘House of Wisdom’ 786, marked the beginning of a concerted effort to
spread scholarship, preserve classical texts and develop knowledge throughout the caliphate.
Scholars such as Alhazen, Rhazes and Avicenna developed contemporary approaches to
scientific experimentation, evidence based medical treatment and philosophical arguments
which formed the basis of Cartesian dualism, respectively. Algebra and trigonometry are also
attributable to the period. The Mongol sack of Baghdad in 1258 saw the destruction of the
‘House of Wisdom’ and the end of the Islamic golden age. However, the legacies of medieval
Baghdad remain significant.
The Crusades
The capture of Jerusalem by the Abbasid Caliphate in 1077 saw increasing hostility toward
Christians and pilgrims in the holy land with expulsions beginning in 1079. Pope Urban II
called upon European Christians to join Crusade, a holy war designed to restore Jerusalem to
Christendom. Crusade offered redemption for the sinners and outcasts of Europe and a religious
cause for its Christian knights and kings. The city being of ultimate religious importance to Jews,
Muslims and Christians alike, intense conflict followed. Initial crusades were a success for the
Europeans but the leadership of Saladin and the collapse of crusader kingdoms into murky and
secretive private enterprises such as the Knights Templar, saw the programme of Crusades
wither to an ultimately unsuccessful end having lasted from 1096-1250.
Revision Questions
Exam Prep
Answer the following questions using the information on this sheet. Each is a four mark
question which demands explanation and at least a paragraph of writing.
1. Explain how William of Normandy became William the Conqueror.
2. Explain how William of Normandy used the Domesday Book to control England?
3. Explain Henry II’s role in the murder of Thomas Beckett.
4. Explain the importance of the House of Wisdom, to medieval Baghdad.
5. Explain the motivations of Christian Crusaders.
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MATHS
Use your exercise books and mathswatch to help you revise the topics listed below.
Equations
- Solve simple equations
- Solve equations having unknowns on both sides
- Forming and solving equations
Fractions
Simplify fractions
Convert mixed fractions to improper fractions
Convert improper fractions to mixed fractions
Adding fractions
Subtracting fractions
Multiplying fractions
Dividing fractions
Solve problems involving the 4 four operations
Percentages
Convert Fractions to Decimals to Percentages
Calculate percentages of amounts
Calculate percentage increase and decrease
Solve problems involving FDP
Angles
Calculate angles on a straight line and around a point
Calculate angle in triangles
Calculate angles in quadrilaterals
Solve problems involving angles in triangles and quadrilaterals
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MUSIC
Music is written down using a series of signs and symbols that tell us many different things
about the piece that we are listening to or playing - this is called notation.
The way we write music down has changed a great deal through the centuries but today we
use a series of 5 lines called a stave OR staff on which to base the notes (either term is ok – I
myself prefer stave). It is rather like a washing line that we hang the musical notes on.

At the beginning of a piece of music you will usually find a clef which tells you where to pitch
your notes. The treble clef shows us the higher sounding notes. The (weaker) alternative name
is the G Clef because it starts on the second line of the stave which is where the note G is
found.

A useful phrase to remember names of the five lined notes is Every Good Boy Deserves
Football.

As well as the five lines there are also four spaces on the stave, these spell the word F A C E

TURN THE PAGE
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The bass clef shows us the lower sounding notes on the stave. The (weaker) alternative name
is the F Clef because it starts on the fourth line of the stave which is where the note F is found.
A useful phrase for remembering names of the notes on the five lines is Good Birds Don’t Fly
Away.

As well as the five lines there are also the four spaces on the stave. A phrase for remembering
the names of the notes in the spaces in the bass clef is: All Cows Eat Grass.

A semibreve is worth 4 beats.
A minim is worth 2 beats.
A crotchet is worth 1 beat.
A quaver is worth ½ beat (a pair of quavers add up to one whole beat – ½ beat each).
A semi-quaver is worth ¼ beat (a group of 4 semi-quavers add up to one whole beat – ¼ beat
each)

A rest is a musical silence. Each rhythmic note has an equivalent rest. Here are the rests that
you will come across most often in your music:
Semibreve rest – this rest hangs from the 4th line down.
Minim rest – this rest sits on the 3rd line up.

TURN THE PAGE
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Crotchet rest – this rest looks like a wonky z joined to a wonky c (or a squiggle?) – or a reverse 7.
OR
Quaver rest – this rest looks like a 7.
Semi-quaver rest – this rest looks like a 7 with 2 lines.
A dot written after a note increases its value by half as much again. For example:-

3=2+1
						
(the dot represents half of two beats – i.e. 1 beat, then add this to the 2-beat minim and you
get 3 beats)
Just like dots, ties also increase the value of a note. A tie can only occur between notes on the
same line or space. When you see notes tied together you add together the total value of the
notes. When playing tied notes you don’t repeat or play the note that is tied.

If notes are joined by a line but aren’t on the same line or space then the line becomes a slur or
phrase mark which tells you how to breathe or where to emphasise the notes.

Here they both are side by side – can you see the difference?
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Accidentals are signs that affect the sound of a note. A sharp sign (#) makes a note a half step
higher and a flat sign (b) makes the note half a step lower. These steps are called semitones.
Sharps and flats are usually (not always!) the black notes on a piano keyboard. A natural sign
( ) cancels out an accidental - for example it would make B flat (black note) sound as a B
(white note).
The shortest distance between two notes is a semitone – for example C to C sharp or G to G
flat. A tone is made up of two semitones, for example from C to D or A to B.
The best way to decipher the layout of the musical keyboard is to start by finding the note D.
This is the white note in between the group of two black notes. As you go up the notes of the
keyboard, the pitches get higher and you go forward in the alphabet (musical alphabet stops at
G). The opposite happens as you go down the keyboard (i.e. to the left).
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PHYSICS: MOTION
Lesson 1: Vectors and Scalars
Quantity – anything that can be measured, e.g. height, time, length.
Magnitude - size
Vector quantity – quantity with magnitude and direction, e.g. velocity, displacement,
acceleration, force
Scalar quantity – quantity with a magnitude only, e.g. speed, mass, height.
Drawing vectors: the size of the arrow represents the size of the vector. The direction of the
arrow represents the direction of the vector.
Resultant vectors: if two vectors are in the same direction, they can be added up to find the
resultant. If two vectors are in opposite directions, they need to be subtracted to find the
resultant. Do not forget to include the direction of the vector in your answer.
Lesson 2: Distance and displacement
Distance – how far you have travelled in total, going in any direction.
Displacement – how far you have travelled from the starting point to the end point in one
direction only.
To calculate displacement in your exams, you need to use Pythagoras’ theorem, which is given
as: a2 + b2 = c2
where a and b is the distance travelled and c represents the hypotenuse, which is the
displacement. When doing these questions, do not forget to square root your answer at the
end!
Lesson 3: Speed and velocity
Speed – how fast you are travelling in any direction, e.g. “8 meters per second”.
Velocity – how fast you are travelling in a particular direction, e.g. “8 metres per second north”.
The standard unit for speed and velocity is metres per seconds (m/s).
The equation for speed is: speed = distance ÷ time
Rearranging the equation gives you the following:
distance = speed x time
time = distance ÷ speed
Lesson 4: Distance-time graphs
The gradient (steepness) of a distance-time graph tells you the speed of an object.
The gradient of a distance-time graph (speed) is given by the equation:
gradient = change in y ÷ change in x.
The larger the gradient (steeper the line), the faster an object is travelling.
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The smaller the gradient, the slower the object.
A flat line shows that the object is stationary.
Lesson 5: Acceleration
Acceleration – change in velocity. This means an object can speed up, slow down or change
direction.
An object travelling in a circle at the same speed is technically called acceleration because its
direction of motion is changing, even if its speed it not.
The equation for acceleration is:
acceleration = change in velocity ÷ time.
The units for acceleration is metres per second squared (m/s2)
The units for change in velocity are metres per second (m/s)
The units for time are seconds (s). Remember to convert times from minutes into seconds. 1
minute has 60 seconds.
Practise questions:
Describe the difference between a scalar and vector quantity.
A car drives 5m north and then 4m east.
Calculate the car’s distance.
Calculate the car’s displacement using Pythagoras’ theorem.
A car is travels 500m in 30 seconds. Calculate its speed and state the units.
A lorry travels at 14 m/s for 300 seconds. How far does the lorry travel?
Sketch a distance-time graph for:
A stationary object
An object at steady speed
An object that is moving at a steady speed, but then travels at a faster steady speed.
What does the gradient of a distance-time graph tell you?
Calculate the acceleration for a car that changes it’s velocity by 6 m/s in 3 seconds. Give the
correct units.
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RELIGION
Assessing Islam
Section 1: Sharia Law
The representation of Sharia in the media
How Sharia Laws are discovered
The purpose of Sharia Law
Relationship between Sharia and Allah
Section 2: Islamic Worship
Features of a Mosque
The purpose and nature of Wudu
Section 3: The Sunni-Shia split
Historical reasons for the split
The geography of the split today
Different views on the nature of authority
Section 4: Jihad
The representation of Jihad in the media
Historical reasons for Jihad
Difference between greater and lesser Jihad
Section 5: The role of women in Islam
Teachings on polygamy
Inheritance laws
Whether there is evidence of sexism in the Qur’an
Historical context of sexism in the sixth century.
Key terms
Media-representation: the way something is shown in the media (TV, newspaper, films etc).
Wudu. Ritualised washing before prayer
Mihrab: a small niche in the wall which shows the Qibla.
Qibla: the direction of Mecca
Minbar: a raised platform in a Mosque from where sermons can be given.
Imam: a leader of a Muslim community
Minaret: a tower outside a Mosque
Sect: a subdivision within a religion
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Successor: someone who follows someone else.
Caliph: An Islamic ruler
Caliphate: The Islamic kingdom
Sexism: the unequal treatment of one gender (usually women).
Feminism: the belief that men and women should be treated equally.
Polygamy: the practice of men having more than one wife.
Hadith: a collection of the words of the Muhammad (pbuh)
Sunnah: records of how Muhammad (pbuh) lived his life.
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